The international Biker Club PADONKI, the AOPA Ukraine
and the Research and Development Institute of Flight Test
Technologies and the Airport Ushgorod invites you to the
Festival
MUSIC AVIA BIKE UKRAINE, July 12 – 16, 2012







Location:
Ushgorod Ukraine (ICAO: UKLU)
Time period
July 12 - 15 Juli 2012
Arrival flights to Ushgorod: July, 12 or 13
Accomodation for pilots/crews: Hotel «Ushgorod»
Return flights:
from UKLU July 15 or 16

!

Attention!
For all arriving pilots and crew members !!
During the festival the most beautiful aviator and biker dress will
be awarded. We welcome specially all pilots in the dressing style of
the 30th to 70th of last century.

July 12
• Arrival of the aircrafts during 09.00 bis 18.00 Kiev-Time, or prior agreement.
- Customs- and Immigration check at the international airport Ushgorod
- Placement of the aircrafts on the apron
- Registration of the pilots and crew menbers
- Check-In at the hotel (every pilot and crew has to make the reservation for the
hotel by himself )
- Get-together with the other crew members
- Walk around througn the town Ushgorod, get to know the festival places
- Dinner in the Biker’s Pub “Red Bull's”.

July 13
•Arrival of the aircrafts during 09.00 bis 18.00 Kiev-Time, or prior agreement.
- Customs- and Immigration check at the international airport Ushgorod
- Placement of the aircrafts on the apron
- Registration of the pilots and crew menbers
- Check-In at the hotel (every pilot and crew has to make the reservation for the
hotel by himself )
- Get-together with the other crew members
- Excursions, see further pages
- Dinner
For the crews arriving on July 12:
- Briefing at 11 a.m. in the hotel , with more details about the festival
Possible Excursions
А) Fly around in the Ukraine in a Radius of 150 to 200 km
B) Viewing of the castles «Ushgorod» and «Palanok»
C) Excursion to the Newitzki Castle and having a bath in the „Miraculous Barrel „in
Lumshorach
D) Exuberant Bike-Out with Bikers to the « Marble Lake», incl. swimming, contests
with prizes.

!

ATTENTION
Crews arriving on July 13 before 12 a.m. can join the excursions

July 14:
-11.00 Briefing at the hotel
-12.00 Transfer to the airport
-13.00 Biker´s Parade in Ushgorod
-14.00 Biker Stunt riding at the airport
- from 14.30 – 16.30 air display , or flight excursion in a radius of about 150 km
- From 17.00 – Stadium Avantgarde/Ushgorod
• Traditional dishes from the Carpathian regions like «Bograsch» or roasted veal
on the spit,
• local beer and short drinks,
• musicians &clowns, contests

July 15
- 09.00, Pilot´s briefing at the hotel
- 11.00 Customs and Immigration check at the airport for the departing crews

!

ATTENTION
For the crews, who want to stay 1 day longer !!!
The organizers of the festival would be happy to prepare some
excursions for the remaining crews

July 16:
-09.00, Pilot´s briefing at the hotel
- 11.00 Customs and Immigration check at the airport for the departing crews
See you again!

!

ATTENTION to all crew members
We would be happy to see again in Ushgorod zu treffen. Just take
your aircraft and get here!

Accomodation and Excursions
Hotel «Ushgorod»
The hotel «Ushgorod-Ужгород» is located in the center of the town, close to the
airport. On their website you will find more information about the hotel. You
have to do the reservation by yourself. http://www.hoteluzhgorod.com

Marble Lake
The lake is located at a former marble quarry. It is a popular place destination for
the local people due to clarity of the water. The lake has a depth of up to 40 m.

Ushgorod Castle
The Ushgorod castle is located in the center of the old town , which was built end of
the 10th century by the so called white-croatian prince Laborzem.
Some hundred years later the castle was given as a gift to the italien brothers Druget,
who gave the castle their current outer shape. The castle has a almost rectangular
form and is surrounded by moats at 3 sides. Further rebuildings have taken place in
the following centuries and nowadays the district museum is located inside.

«Palanok» Castle
This castle is considered as the „parent house “ of the transsylvanian Prince Rakozi.
It was built, on top of a volcanic elevation, was built in several steps. In the 11th
century, by an order of King Laszlo I., at a place of an originally prerussian wooden
fortress, a stone tower with an embracing was built. In the year 1321 masters from
Italy extended upon order of King Charles Robert the entire fortress. Further
extensions were made by the new owner Fjodor Korjatovich. In the 17th century the
castle received their current shape and controlled the trade routes over the
Beretzki-Pass, which connected the middle part of the Danube valley with Eastern
Europe.

Fortress Newitzki.
At the exit of the Usch-Valley, on an inclined heading over the river Usch, the
remainings of the ancient Newitzi Fortress. The construction of the castle started in
the second half of the 13th century.
In historical documents and letters Newitzki Fortress was called a stronghold
against royal powers.

Enchanting bath in a kettle
Relaxing in Lumschorach seems to be on the first look like a wild procedure . The
guests ar e put in big copper kettles and slowly „cooked“. Don´t be afraid – it is not
hell. In contrary Lumschori is a heavenly place in the Carpathians. And in the
cettles there is mineralic sulfuric water , which is heated by wood fire. You reach
that magic place via a scenic path and over montain river , which is used since year
1600.

Expected costs and expenses in Ushgorod
•

Landing fee Ushgorod 1 Euro

•

Parking fee Ushgorod 4 Euro/day

•

Participation fee for the music avia bike festival 40 Euro, includes transfer
to/from the hotel, and including lunch on July 14.

•

Excursions to the 2 castles – 35 Euro, duration 5h

•

Excursion to Lumshori – 45 Euro, duration 5 h

•

Marble lake – free of charge

•

Hotel Rooms– between 50 and 70 Euro per room including breakfast.
This is special price for the arriving crews.

•

If you have further questions you may contact:



Stefan Lesjak, stefanlesjak@yahoo.de, member of the AOPA CH



All given informations are subject for possible changes and respresent the
current knowledge.



03.01.2012

Formal prerequisits for the flight entry
permission to the Ukraine
 1. Valid pilot licence
 2. valid Medical certification

 3. Registration approval of the aircraft
 4. document showing that the aircraft is insured

These documents can be sent as scanned versions to the AOPA
Ukraine latest 4 weeks before the festival by email.
For citizens of the EU and Switzerland no visa is needed for the
Ukraine. The passport must be just valid for minimum 6
months.

Country

Airport Name

Code

Avgas100LL

Customs

Distance to
Ushgorod NM

Hungary

Debrecen

LHDC

YES

YES

73

Hungary

Szeged

LHUD

YES

YES

173

Hungary

Nyiregyhaza

LHNY

YES

YES

45

Poland

Rzeszow

EPRZ

YES

YES

90

Czech Rep. Ostrava/Mosnov LKMT

YES

YES

175

